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gebra Story Problems

In Experiments Diana 2 subjects read a series 0- standard algebra story prob-

lems, and were asked to recall each problem. In Experiment 3, subjects were
.1

asked to construct problems based on, certain situations (such as "trait.

leaving stations"). Results indidated that "relational,propositions" (such

as "the rate in still water is 12 mph more than the rate'of the current")

were more difficult to remember than "assignment propositions" (such as

"the cost of candy is $1.70 per pound); problems with relational propositions

were much harder to reproduce in coherent form than problems with assignment

propositions, subjects were far more likely to convert. a relation into an

apsignment than ide versa, and ,in making-up problems eubjects tended to use

aegignmentpropositions more than relational propositions at alratioof'25 to 1:\

In addition, subjects. showed a knowledge-of problem scSemas by recalling rele-
' .

want infermation'muCh better than irrelevant detailsi recalling high frequency

problem forms be'Let than low frequency foplptcoriVerf.ini problems. from, low tO0

high frequency forms, and by constructing problems that mgtched standard

textbook:forma.
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Algebra story problems. ave earned a: well deserved reputation as a threat

to students' achievemedt in secondary school mathematics courses. For example,

a recent test of all 12th graders in California public schools revealed that

more than half were unable to correctly solve,simple story problemasuch as

the following,(California Assessment Program, 1979):

An astronaut requires 2.2 pounds of oxygen per day-while in space.

H many pounds of oxygen are needed'. 41i..'a team or a astronauts for

5 days in space?,

gqually troubling results haVe been, reported in national surveys of mathemat-

ical` problem solving in the U.S., such as the Assessment of Educational Progress

(see Cirpenter, Corbiti,-Kepner Lindquist & Reyes, .1980). For example, only

29% of a large national sample of 17 year olds were able to solve the following

problem:

lemonade costs 950 for one"56 ounce bottle.

At the sChool fair, Bob sold cups holding 8 ounces for 20e each.

How much moniv did the school make on each bottle?

Whiare algebra-stOry problems ao hard to solve? Why Is it difficult to teach

children how' to solve such probleMs? In spite of years of training and practice

. in,solviqg story problems., why are simple story problems greeted with moans,
(
f

., 4 * \_,

fearful faces, and incorrectanswers? The answer to these questions would
e

provide the basis for a psychological theory of human problem-solving as well

as a pedagogy of mathematical learning. The present phet addresses one aspect

of these questions, namely, which aspects of a problem are hard to-remember?
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Translation vs. Solution

A recent review (Mayer, in press,a) of cognitive science research in

algebra problem solving (e.g. Bobrow, 1968; Clement, Lochhead & Soloway, Note

1, Note 2; Hayes & Simon, 1974; Hayes, Waterman & Robinson, 1977; Heller &"

`Greeno, Ncte 3; Hinsley, Hayes &-Simon, 1977; Paige & Simon, 1966; Riley &
o

Greeno, Note 4; Robinson & Hayes, 1978) suggests that two processes are involved

in solving story problemsi

translatian: understanding the problem, -as manifested in translating the

words of the problem into an internal representation in memory,

solution: applying the legal rules of algebra and, arithmetic to this

internal representation, in order to deduce the answer.

Current work suggests that the major difficulty lies in the translation phase,

although most instruction focuses on.the solution phase (Simon,',1980). The

inder of this intrOduCtion summarizes evidence that translation is

flugnced by the structural properties of propositions' in the problem, and

that translation is influened by the learner's schema for the problem. 'Then,

a series of studies are presented which assesses the difficulty of:representing

various kinds of algebraic information'in memory.

,
Translation influenced by propositional structure. In ansfearly study,-

.Loftus & Suppes (1972) located. "structural, variables" that affect diffiCulty of
.

story problems for sixth graders. For-example, difficulty of a,pioblem. was

increased if itas a different type from the previous one, if it required many
, eP

arithmetic operation and if the syntactic structure.of the sentences was

complex. It seems likely that translation is related to the Specific structural

properties of he relevant sentences, although this idea was not directly tested.

(....
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More recently, Greeno and his colleagues (Heller & Greeno, Note 1; Riley'

& Greeno, Note 2)'hal!p.ekplicitli tested whether certain,kindsrlf propositions

difficult to translate than others. Forexample, primary school ehil-
4

dren were quite proficirent at repeating problems in which each sentence deals

with one variable, such as a ".cause /change" story; "Joe has 3-marbles. Then

Tom gave Aim 5 more marbles. How many dOes Zoe have now?" However, younger

children made many errors when a sentence involved a relation bai:ween two

variables such as a "compare" story: '"Joe has 3 marbles. Tom has 5 more --°/

marbles than Joe. How many marbles dOeS Tom haven Typically,rudents would

-41

repeat this, problem.as: "Joe has 3 marbles. Tom has 5 marbles. Haw many

mars does To have?" Apparently, children had more difficulty in tranSla-...

ting sentences that involve relational information. This finding is consistent

with Loftus & SuPPesi (1972) finding 'that the hardest problem in their set was

one that.contained a relational-proposition: "Mary is twice as old as Betty

was 2 ymes ago. Mary is 40 years old. Hoy old is Betty?"
rn

A. Similarly, Clement, Lochhead & Soloway (Note 1, Note 2) have shown that

difficulties in translating relation propositions are not limited to primary

stal. children. College students were asked to.write equations to represent-

propositions such as:. "There are.6 times as many students asprofessors at

this university.", One-third of the students produced the wrong equation, with
;

the most typical error being, 6S = P. However, when students were asked to

translate relational statements like this one intc a computer program, the

error rate felldramatically. Such results Suggdst that people have difficulty

in interpreting what yelationalproposition means when, they must use a static

format Such as equations or simple sentences.;
. °

4
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has. The valUe. of the dimes exceeds the value of the quatters by two

dollars and fifty cents. How many has he of each.coin?
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Translation influenced by schemes.. Paige & Simon (1966) presented "impos-

sible" problems such as, the following:

The number of quarters a man has is seven times the,number of dimes he

Some subjects translated the problem into equations; some recognized the

inconsistently; and some changed the problem to say that the value of the

quarters exceeds the value of the dimes.by $2.50, yielding the equation: 10x +7

250 7(25x). Apparently, these latter'approachei suggest that some subjects

tried tr, the fit the given-problem with their past knowledge .aboutJsimilar

problems.
44

More 'recently, Hinsley, Hayes & Simon (:977) have found that 'Subjects were
.

able to sort 'atory problems into consistent categories such' as "work", "motion",
.

"distance-rate-time", "triangle", "current",,etc. Based On this research,

Hinsley et. al. detected 18 basic 'categories for story problems, and suggested

that people have "schemae for each-i.e, knowledge of the structure of each

type of problem. When an ambiguous, problem was presented to subjects,.half

interpreted it as a "triangle prOblem" and half as a'"dietance-rate-time"

prolo. `The two groups',focusedon entirety differentinfOrmatiOn in
. ./

problem, and even misrealifacte in a way consistent with their categoriz tion.
, ..

/
cFor example, a ."trianglesubject misreadik"four minutes" as "four Miles",

sf -/

. assumed this was a leg ofthe triangle, and 'applied theloythegopan theore .
/

,
1i s 1

In other studies (Hayes, Waterman4 Robinson,
1977; Robinson 6,,Ilayes; 1978) "'

1

subjects were asked to juage which.parts of a problem were releVant; ,eubjecs

tended to decide,what categoiy the prOblem was in and then to make accurate \

Judgments about which facts were relevant. Apparently, what is remembered from

a story problem is influenced by the subject's schema for he problem.
,

,
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'A companion paper

cLse problems in major

the approximately 1200
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(Mayer;, in press,b) summarizes a recent survey, of exer-

algebra 'textbooks used. in California public schoolsOf___
problems collected-,. 25 general "families" of problems

were located: motion ent, age, coin, work, part, dry Mixture, wet mixture,

percent, ratio, unit cost, markup/di'scount/pointerest, direct variation,.

inle-rse variation, digit,. rectangle, circle, 'triangle, series,'consecutive

,--- integer, physics, probability, arithmetic, and word. EAch type Of problem had

its own familiar plot line, but there was a major distinction between problems

that required use of a'formula (stich as "digtance.= rate.x time" in motion
0

problems) and problems that did not (such as "arithmetic" or "part" problems).

!Also, for any -majot.familyof problem:4, there were many distinct

formats (or "templates"). For examiple, there were 13 different templates for-

motion problems such as one vehicle overtaking another ("overtake"), 'two

vehicles cOnverging on the same point ("closure"),' Speed change during a trip

("speed change"), one vehicle making a-roltbd trip ("rOund trip"), etc:

The-relevant information for any given story problem could be-des'cribed

as a list of propositions, with each "template" having a unique list of prop-

, ositions.: One interesting outcoMe4of this analysis was that the relevant '

information in nearly all of the problems in/algebra textbooks could be

describing using four basic types -of propositions:

(1) s gnment proposition. This involves giving' a single numerical,.

. value for some variable. Examples include, "the cost of the candy is $1.70

per pound", "the time to .fill one pipe is 6 hours", Or 'total amoun inliested

was $4000". .1

. .
r

(2) Relation proposition. Thisinvolves,giving a single numerical-rela-

tionship betweentwo'variables: Examples include, 'the length is 2.1/2 times
k
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the width ", "the area of one rectangle is 64 square inches leas than-the area

of a second rectangle", or "the rate in-still water is 12 mph more than the .

ratein the current ".

(3) Question proposition. This involves' the question asked in the prob-

lem, in which the goal is to find a single numerical value corresponding to a

given variable.. Examples include, "how much time will it ke to empty the

tank?"' or "how many miles will the first car have gone be ore it is passed?",

(4) Relevant fact. This invOlves'a fact which is necessary for the

integrity of 'the problem. Examples include the
.

fact that "the2.same route
.. 4. ,
,.

...wa'aused"'in a caulp trip, problem and-or that the ...'tank is full" in a pipes

problemjsee Tlible 1).

In addition, each problem contained information that was not relevant to

solving-the problem. For example, in the fenceprqblem, ',1Mr..Zecha", "chain

fencing" and "lot" are not directly relevant; in the store problem, "candy"

and "gift box" a.re'rmt-relevant.(see Table 1).1-
. t

.

'Any, problem can be described as a template consisting of a li6t.ort

propositions, with each proposition giving the class of variable and any

,numerical value. 'Fdr example, the template for "rive problem" in Table 1.

may be:represented as:

...distance downstream = NUMBER

distance upstream

time downstream

= NUMBER-

= RELATION time upstream

rate .in still wap64:..RELATION 'ate of current-

rate of current = FIND

The kirsttwo propositions'are "assignments"; the next two are. "relations" and

the 'last - :; is a "question":_

1 s
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The present series of studies investigates how structural properties of

'problems influence student's ability to remember story pKoblems. If problems

involving relational information are more difficult to translate (and hence

more difficult to answer correctly), then subjepts should have more difficulty

remembering relational propositions. In addItion, the present series of studies

investigates.how students' knowledge of problem types (i.e. "schemasukinfluences
6°

their ability to remember'problems. If 'schemas are used to 'translate' problems,

then subjects should recall information .that is relevant to schemas more easily

than irrelevant information, and should tend to produce coherent, solvable

problems.

EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2

The goal of(Experiments 1 and 2 is to determine which. types of information

subjects rememher from standard algebra story problems.. First, previous research,
-

,suggests that structural properties of the propositions may.influence translatiot

into a-internal representation. Ifo"relational" propositions hinder translation,

one.can predict that relation propositions will be more difficult to remember
:..

.

(,,,
- . .

than assignment propositions. Second, previous research-6tuggests that subjects

use schemas for translating problems into internal representations. ..If subjects.
,. .

.;
S.

P'

use.schemes one.can predict that,information relevant to the.problem.will be.

recalled'-better than information that it not releVant to the problem..

Method

Subjects and Design

'Experiments 1 and ,2 used)identical designs. In eachstudy there were.24
\- .

_
..

undergraduates who were recruited from the Psychology Subject yOolat thePool: at

of California: Santa Barbara. EachNeubject served iii one'df-three
- .. ,

.,
-,.. ;.,

,

1

,
..._.-
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treatmentgroups' based on pttiyity during problem presentatiow-(sentence,
"

.

4.

equation, or picture)..AUbjects in Experiment 1 and 2. received different sets
.. ,

of problems (set 1 or set 2).

Materials

For each experiment, materials consisted ofa subject questionnaire,'three

sets of instructions, a set of problem sheets, and'a set of 'cued recAll
t

sheets.

The subject questionnaire was a one sheet typed fet of-cluestions conpern-,
,«11

'rig the subject's

matter.'

age, sex,.mathetatics experience, SAT scores,, and related

The three pets Of instructions each consisted of a two page,.discription

of the task, including an example. The sets as}ced subject6 to rewrite each

! problem as a set!of'sentences (sentence instructions), as'A set of equations

(equation instructions), or to draw a labeled picture Ordiagra(picture

instruction).

The set of problem sheets consisted of 8 half sheets of. paper, with an

:algebra story problem and, a title, typed onto each.. ProbleMS were selected to

be representative of the types of problems found in'algebra_textb66kiThe

problems used in Experiment 1 and ,us' in Experimenth2are listed,
.7

in Table 1:

\The cued recall tes consisted of 8 half sheets of per with a title of a

problettyped nto each. -The list of title cues for each problem in Experiment

w

"`l

-.1 xperiment 2. is given in Table 1;

Table.1 About Here

1 9
-L. ..o.
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Procedure

Subjects were randomly assigned to treatment and were run in groups of one

to three people per-session. First, each subject filled out the subject

questionnaire. Then, instructions for the experiment were administered,-and

the problem 'Faris were given. Subjects were told that they would have two

minutes to study the algebra story problem. Their job was to rewrite the

problem either into basic sentences, equations or a picture (depending on the'

subject's treatment group). After two minutes, subjects were instructed ftb go,

on to the next problem, and s9 on for each of the eight problems. Then instruc-

tions were read for the test, and the eight cued recall sheets were given.

Subjects were told.that they should try to write down the problem exactly as

it was presented for each of the cued recall sheets. Subjects responded to

each recall sheet for two minutes, and were not allowed to go ahead or go back

to previous sheets. ,After -all eight sheets had been.attempted, the subjects

were debriefed, thanked and excused.

' Results.
.

SrIng ----------

-->---- ,

For purposes of. scoring the recall protocolspblem was broken dOwn
IC . ---

, -

into units.. As described in the introduction, there were four types of informs-

, --...

.tion units 'that were used to define each prOblem,(assignment, relation, question,

fact) as well as non-relevant inforpation units.

Each problem was then listed as a set of-essential units and non-eSsential
----

units. For example,rfor the airways problem the essential units were number,

of hours at rate 1 = 2, increase in speed for rate 2 in mph = 30, length.of

total trip in miles = 570, number of hours for total trip = 3 1/2 hours, length

of first. 2 hours of trip in miles = FIND.' For-the frame problem,- the essential

4,

'

9
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units were: area of rectangle = 64 square inches less than area of rectangle 2,

frame width = 2 inches, length of 1 =4 inches more than width\of

rectangle 1, length of rectangle 1 = FIND, width or rectangle 2 .m FIND.

The performance of each subject on each problem was scored by recording

which of the essential and non-essential units were present in. the recall

protocols. If the unit was correctly recalled (i.e. the variable was stated

and the values were correct) the subject received full credit for that unit;

if the unit was structurally correct but the specific values were wrong 4)(e.g.

"frame width = 4 inches" instead of "frame width - 2 inches") the subject was

given credit for having recalled the problem. Thus, the data for

consisted of numbers Of assignment, relation, question, fact, and non- essential

information units that were recalled, and the number of correctly recalled

problems.1

The propositibnal Structure Hypothesis

This section explores whether the structure of propositions.in a problem

influences the subjects' ability to recall the proposition. In particular,

this section explores whatrcould be called the "propositional.structure hypo-

thesis the idea that assignment propoSitions are psychologically more basic
-A

than relational .propositions. For example, students may expect' story problems

to take the form of a list of assignments of values tp variables. Thus, at

encoding or Comprehension; a_relational proposition_will_be.more difficult to

represe't; Similarly, at retrieval, if there are gaps in memory a student-may

be more ikely to reconstruct the information as an assignment than as a rela

tion. Indeed, a equency analysis of assignment and relation propositions
\
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In standard textbook problems shows that assignments outnumber relations by

as much as 12 to 1 (Mayer, in press, b)% Similarly, the prev-i.ously cited

research of Clement, Lochhead & Soloway (Note 1,/Note 2) demonstrates that

students have an unusually difficult time in translating relational proposi-

tions into equations; Greeno and his colleagues (Heller & Greeno, Note 3;
41

Riley & Greeno, Note 4) also report'that children often change relation prcipo-'

sitions to assignment propositions when they are asked to repeat a story

problem.

Levels effect analysis. The propositional structure hypothesis predicts

that there should be different retention rates for assignment and relation

proposition/. In order to test this idea, the reention rates for assignment

6 .

and relation propositions as well as question propositions, facts, details and

numbers was obtained for each subject for all problems.

Table 2 shows the proportion of recall failures by type of information,

for all .of the problems used in Experiment.1, and for all of the problems used-

in Experiment 2. Two analyses of variance were conducted on the error rate

data for Experiment 1 and 2 with type of information as a factor; these

analyses yielded a significant difference-among error rates for Experiment' 1,

F(4,92) 11.37, p < .001, and for Experiments 2, F(4,92) 30.93, p < .001.

Table 3 shows the proportion of recall failures by type of information for

each of the seven prOblems that contained both assignment and relation propo-

sitions. As can be seen, there is a consistent pattern in'which relation

propositions are remembered less well than assignment information, T-tests

were conducted comparing overall error,rates on assignments and relations in

ExpeFiment 1 and in Experiment- 2, yielding significant values, respectiVely,

of t(23) = 7.53, p <.001 and t(23) = 2.35, 17- < .05. In addition, t-tests
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wete conducted to compare the error rates for relation and assignment propo-

sitions for each of the seven problems shown in Table 3. The values were:

for river, t(23) = 1.91; for work, t(23) = 1.58; for frame, t(23) = 2.17;

for freeway, t(23) = 3.88; for TV, t(23) = 'l.24; for race, t(23) = 1.17; for

fence, 1(23) = 1.45; for total of all seven problems, t(23) ='3.91 (with

t-values above 2.069 significant at .05).

1'

Tables 2 and 3 About Here

The foregoing analysis provides evidence that relation propositions.

are more difficult to remember than assignment propositiOns. In order to

provide further'information on the structural features of story problems

that are related to recall difficulty, a multiple regression analysis was

performed. For each problem, the following information collected:

number of assignment propositions, number of relation propositionS, number of

questil propositions, number of relevant facts, number,ofsvariables, average

.probability that the problem would be recalled in correct form. Correct form

means that each proposition is recalled although the specific numbers need not

be correct; and that the problem is coherent in the sense 'that all essential

0
information is presented.

In a preliminary. multiple regression,Probability of coherent recall of

the problem was the dependent variable while the independent Variables were

number of assignments, relations, unknowns, facts, and variables. Only two

variables produced significant improvement in the regression function.:--number

-of assignment-propositions and number of relation propositions. Therefore, a

second multiple regreesion,was conducted, using probability of coherent recall
r

1
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of the problem as the dependent variable, with number of assignments and

`N.
relations as the independent variables. The resulting function was: (prob-

ability of correct recall of a problem) ... 1.17'- .14 (number of assignment

\

propositions) - .30 (number of relation propositions). Figure 1 gives the

predicted and obtained performance-on remembering each of the 16 ptoblems in

Experiments 1 and 2.- As can be seen, the correlation between predicted and

obtained recall probability was .942; thus, number of assignment propositions

and number of relation propositions account for approximately 89% of the
`t

. d
variance. These analyses indicate that relation propositions are weightech

about twice as strongly as aeigamentA2ropositions-, suggesting that proble1s.

with `relation propositions are as har re 4mber as problems with .twiL--e.-1,,.....;

Many assignment propositions..

Figure 1 About Here

aTor'Analysis. The previous section has provided evidence for the pre-

diction.that relation propositions should generatequetitatively more recall

.errors than assignment errors. An additional prediction of the propositional

structure hypothesis is that relation propositions should generate qualitatively

,different kinds of errors than assigment propositions. In particular, if assign-

ments are more psychologically basic than relations, one would predict that

su convert relations into assignments in their/recall protocols but

that assignments would not be converted into relations. -

ThiS section provides an analysis of errors in order to 4etermine whether

different types of errors were committed foreach typeof proposition. For

each subject, each error in recall was.olassified as one of the following:
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The proposition was rot reproduced in the recall

protocol for the prob16.

Specification4Error:The variable in the proposition was changed to a

different variable-tb- recall. For example, the

proposition, "A river steamer travels 36 miles down-.

stream," may be recalled as, "A boat travels 36 mph

downstream."

Conversion Error:' The fOrm of the prOposition was changed from a rela-
.

don to an assignment -or from an assignment (or.

question) to a relation. For example, the proposition,

-"The steamer's engines drive in still-water at 12 mph

more than the rate-of the current," may be, recalled

as, "The -speed of the boat in still water is 12 mph."

The major issue addreese&in,this section concerns whether subjects make

/ t

qualitatively ,different errors in, recall of assignment vs. relation.vs. question.

t .

propositions. Figure 2,40.Yes the number of subjects-(Out f a, total' of 48 in,

Experiments l'and ) :who dommitted'at.least one omission, specification, and

conversion error for each of three types of propositions. Tests for differences,

based on the z-distribution, and 015-sighific4noe 1eyel, were conducted among.,
, 7 '

the ,proportion ofsubjects,Committing-each'ty* of error for eachcItype of
r

.

proposition.. For omission errors, there vere'n2-Signi4cant differences among.

the proportion Of,subjects committing error s on aSsIvamfint,"relation or question
.-

ti

propositions. For. specification errors, subjects;were signifiCantly (p <'.05)
. ,

more-lik y to commit a.specification.error foi a question'proposition-than for
O-

wrelatioh proposition or,for an aseignment proposition. For conversion errors,':
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subjects were significantly (p < .05) more likely to change a relation proposi-

tion to an assignment (n=18) than turn an assignment into a relation (n=1) br

turn a question into a relation (n=0).

--- ____
Figure 2 About Here

Figure 3 provides another way to examine the issue of qualitatively'differ-

ent kinds of errors in recall of different kinds of propositions. Figure 3,

summarizes the average number of each, kind of error to the total number of

'errors for each of three kinds of propositions. One-way ANOVAs were conducted

forleach type of error to compare the weighted number of errors of that type on

assignmn, relation and question propositions. As can be seen, .omission

errors represent a large but varyiig ,proportion of ,errors for each type of-
o

prpoel.tion, F(2,46) = 3.81, p For spelificationerrors,.there, was a

'trend in-which question and assignment.propositions tended to generate a higher

proportion of specification terrors than',relation propositions, F(2f46) = 3.29,

p'<
4

.05. For conversion-errors; there was,a striking:paretn in.which a-sub-
_

-
. ,

stantial propOrtion of errors wer,converSions for relation propositions but``

not for sesignment or question4ropositionel-F(4464,964

Figure .3 -tAbont Here

The most striking outcome of this analysis of errors is that relation
,

k
propositions tend to- be converted into assignment propositions in a substan-

tial numbeeof cases. In ,all, there were 20clear cut cases involving five.

1 .0
' A- ki
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-
different

r
elation propositions in which subjects converted a relation propo-

dition into an assignment, and only one case in-which a subject converted an

assignment into a relation. Table 4 provides examples of the typical conver-
.

along that occurred in Experiments 1 and 2: Thesecqpversions are consistent

with the idea that assignment propositions often represent a more comfortable

way of. storing information than relations; for example, the assignment may be

psychologically more basic than the relation. Hence either at-time.- of- -encoding,

during storage, or at time- of retrieval, a relaribiltends to become distorted,

into an assignment.

.......
Table 4 About Here

Analysis of River Problem, The river problem is interesting because it

.contains :both assignment and relation propositions. The river problem coni.aists

of the following relevant propopitiens:

distauge upstream = 36 miles

distance downstraam= 24 miles

time upstream = SAME tilde downstream

rate in still water = 12 + rate of current

.rate of current FIND
.

.Tables 5 and6 "summarize the teeali:perfOrMance for these five propositions.

Tables 5 and 6, About7Here

............0.
The first two propositions involve assignment of a value to the.distance

variables. ThSerror rate for these propositions is '50%. The most tyrizal

error, accounting for 92% of the errors, is to substitute a different land of



assignment proposition,

mph downstream."

Of the errors.

two variablea.
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suchas: "The, boat travelled at 36mph upstream and 24

Omission of an assignment proposition accounted for only 8%

The next, two propositiona express quantitative relations between

The error rate for these propositions is 65%.- The major type

\

of error Arr the ithird prOposition is to omit it from the probleM. The,.Major

type of error fhr the fourth proposition is to convert it,to an. assignment

do'
proposition such s, "The rate -in still water is 12 mph". For the.relation

5`iopositions, omissions accounted for 62% of th errors, and cfianges Eo an

assignMent accounted\for 38%of,the errors. Th error rate for the qdestiOn
. .

proposition (-thee fifth, proposition above) is 21%, with the major type of

error being omission. Apparently, subjects are able to remember that two

assignment staents are part of the problim, however a substantial Portion'

of.aubjects.forget which variable.ia beihg assignedJibe third proposition, a

relation, seems to he frequently omitted,perhapi.because no obvious numerical
. .

value,is InvoIv4d. The fourth ptoposition involves an hbvioUsinumeriCal

but is often remembeied.aaan assignMent. Apparently subjects "expect". numbers.
,

to be assigned to certain variable's, such as.m.p;& and have diffiyulty,wheA

otheryAnds of. -information are Presented, It is as '1.fthey'have no "slot"

'to put relational information,SO theymust either lignore,it or convert it to

assignment.

TheSchema'HypOthesis

._.--

The foregoing sections provided -evidence ttf at the propositional structure of

statementsl.n a problem influence ita recallabillty. ,This section inves4gate0

another. factor that may influence retailability, n ely, how closely .a problem

matches prototypical. story problems. PteviouSly cited research-by Hinsley;
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Hayes & Simon (1977)'and Greeno & Riley (Note 3) and Greeno & Heller (Note 4).

suggedt that students are able to recognize different problem types and that

some types are much more difficult to remember than others.- In.order to

deiive a more extensive listing of typical problems, Mayer (in:Oress,b) tallied

the frequency.of over 100 types-of problems found in standard algebra textbooks.

This section explores whether studentS knowledge of typic41problem forms,

is related to recall performance. In particular, this section investigates

, .

what could be.called the "schema hypothesis"--theadea,that.students possess

'certain schematic representations for tyPidal problem forma, and that these

schematic representations influence comprehension and retrieval. . In'compre-.

J, 4
hension and learning, a 'acheia for a problem can be 'used to determine which

information is relevant and to build'the propositional form of each piece of

information. In retrieval, a schema,fora'prOblem can again determine the.

expected relevant information--pethaps,filling in .g4ps'that cannot be.temembered,
f

- -as well as suggesting the propositior,a1 structure of remembered information.

For the current discussion, a schema fora. story problem can be. represented. as

:the list of. propositions (assignments* relations, questions).consisting-of.a

slot for the type of variable .(such aarate-or distance'or number of units),

a slot for specific numbers, and slots for- specific relations'. thus, the.-

propositional analysis perforied in previous sections provide a. representation

frameWork for deiCribing eachtyPe of story problem. A type consists of,iall

problems that possess theaame form of propoSitions:and same general story line.k

Levels effect analYsis. A straightforward way to test the, schema hyPotha-,

sis is to consider the retention rates -for inforMationthat. is relevant and,

irrelevant to the problem. IT'students were'not aware of problem forms (i.e.

,schemata) they would treat relevant and-ifrelevant information in eqUivalent

69
x.,41 -

.s.
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iways. However, f students are aware of problem forms during encoding and

retrieval, they should focus preferentially on information that is relevant to

the problem schema.

In order to test this idea, average/error rates for recalling relevant:

information (i.e. assignment, relation, question propositions) was compared

to recall of irrelevant information (details). Recall of a. proposition requires

recall of variable (such as "miles per hoUr", or "number of minutes", or "cost
1, .

per pound" etc.) as well as the correct relations, while recall of a detail

requires only recall of a specific variable that ip.trrelevant (such as the

name of a character, the type of vehicle, etc.). As can-be seen in'Table 2,

thereIs a'clear pattern in which 'error rates are much higher for irrelevant'

than relevant information. A t=test comparing overall error rates for,the.

twocindi ofinformation revealed'a:striing significant in EXperiMentl,t(23)

= 11.09; p.< .001; a nonsignificant effec, in EXperiment 2,'t(23) = 1.23, n.s.
.

and asignificant.effect for Experiment 1 and 2 combined, t(47).= 5.87, p< .001.

Thus as predictedYsubjectsitend.to recall relevant information better than

irrelevant/information.

Frequency analysis. One waY'to test the schema hypothesis is to examine.
:

the relationship between2probability that a problems correctly recalled and

the frequency with which that*problet appears in standard algebra textbooks.
4

According to'the schema hypothesis,.recall should be better for problems that
. _ .

are more typical. In order to test this Idea,'frequencl values were obtained

for each of the 16 problems in ExperiMents 1 and'2, usl4Trequen0 data col-
,

.

A.ected 'by Mayer (in presa,b). The 16 problems were rank ordered based on their

frequency of occurrence; Table 1 gives the.rank.orders. In addition, for each
kw ...

problem, the proportion of subjects'(out of 24) who correctly remembered the

,"
problem was taken from, the previous analyses, and these were` tank ordered:
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Agure 4a shows the relationship between frequency rank and recall rank

'for the 16 problems, with each dot in the figure correspon ng to one problem.

As can be seen, there is a trend in which recall performance increases as the

typicality of the-problem increases. A correlation yielded a value of .r = .66,

suggesting a moderately strong relation in which frequency rank was able to .

account for approximately 44& of the variance in recall among problems.

Figurei 4a and 4b About Here

.

The strength of the retationship shown in:Fipre .4a may be hindered somewhat

bypthe fact.that the-16 problems used in Experiments 1 and.2 involved many

different IlfamilieS" of'problem6:7Mayer (in press,b) defined a:-.family as'

problemi that share a certain basic underlying formula. For example, seven of

thaproblemsused in the experiments involve the formula, tota,1 = amount x

rat4...These iiiclude motion problems such As freeway, camp trip,'raCe, and

'airways; currentyroblems such as river; and work problems such as pipes and . .

. .

work. In Order to investigate the relation between frequency and 'recallwithin

a single !Ifimily" of probleMs, an additional analysis Was performed. Based'on

observed freqUencies.of occurrency in algebra textbooks (Mayer; 14 press,b) the

seven probles? were rank ordeted from 1 to 7. Similarly, the problems were

rank ordered based. on their. recall,robabilities.

Figure 4b.shcws the recall rank as a function of frequency.r nk with each dot

corresponding tp one 'problem. As can be seen there is a trend in hich the
- .

more frequent a problem is, the easier, it is to recall. For example, the

pipe problem and race problem, with respective frequenciei of 49 and 23, Are

the most frequent and-also the most easily-remembered; similarly, the river,
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freeway,.and work problems are the least, frequent with respective frequencies

of 0, 4 and-0, and are. also the most difficult to recall. A correlation

v-.
between frequency ,rank and recall correctness rank yielded a value of r

suggesting that within a family frequency can account for 72% of the. variance

among problems.

Error analysis. Another way to' test the schema hypothesis is to investigate

the types of'errors that were committed. According to the schema hypothesis,

conversions of propositions should be more likely to change a low frequency

problem into a higher frequency problem than 'vice versa. In order to test

this 'idea, norms were used that provided a listing of over 100,ptOen forms
-

and their observed frequenc out of approximately 1200 problems in algebra

textbooks (Mayer, in press,b). These norms were used' to classify each of the

21 cases of conversion observed in Experiments 1 and 2'.

Using the independently established frequency norms,' it was found that for
. ,

the 10 cases of conversion in the river problem, the given problem was an.

"Equal Time 2" problem with an observed frequency of 0, while the convert

version of the problem was an "Equal Time 1" problem with an observed fre-

quency of 9. Similarly,' the two cases of conversion in the freeway problem

". , ,

changed the given problem from a "Closure 2" problem (observed frequency =

to a' "Closure IR problem (observed frequency 1.2). The' 5cases. of conversion.,..
7 -N

in the frame problem changed it from a "Frame. Relative 3".(observed frequency =.

0) 'to either a fTrama Relative 1" .(observed frequency = 5) or to a ."Frame 1".

(observed frequency = W.-The 3 cases of conversion invoiving.the race prdblem

could noti3e analysed becahse the_norms,included both the.given and the converte4

versions of the problem under the "overtake" category;.tsimilarly, the one case !'

of conversion of an assignment into a relation in the 'freeway problem could not

1
g-) tZ7

td
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be a ysed becadse ea! norms included both the given and the converted version

under the "Closure 2" heading. Thus, of the 21 cases of conversion, 17changed

t e problem frome low frequency version into a higher frequency version, and 4

;;conversions could not be analyzed using thelexisting norms. A binomial test

revealed that this pattern was significant beyond p < .05,4',1 Thus, there is
r ,

consistent suppOrt for the idea that whenSubjectsconvervproblems,,theY tend
.

. .

-to distort thecproblem-towards more' typical versions.
0

EXPERIMENT 3 ,

The goal of-Experiment 3'was to determine which types of information'

subjects use in constructing standard algebra story probleme,I:Oni-can-preditit-
.

that the problem' will be. solvable, coherent and witch basic types of problems

found.in textbooks. If subjects have trouble working with relational proposi-
.

n
tions:One can predict that cohstructed'problems-will contain very few relation

vrOpWtiods.

Subjects and'Pesign

The subjects were 36 subjects recruited from:the same population as in

Experiments 1 and 2. All subjects received the same treatment.

Materials

The materia1d included thesubject questionnaire fromtxperiMents 1 and ,2,

16 cued Problem eheets b d on the, 16 problems used.in ExperimentS 1 AnN,
e

and an instruction shee.t.' F#e 16 cued problem sheets were each 817x 5!.4.h.,-
..,,..,,..

,
, . % --N '.-.. . ' V'...

A and contained two or basic keywords from-each of. the 16 probleMsdhbd
,

--

..-v- -
in Experithents.1-And_2. Table 7 list6 the keywords given:for4Aticued

lemsheet. The instruction sheet consisted, of h paragraph' that

to make up .typical algebra story problems using the words on each.of
P

' 6

ed subjects

, . ,
problem sheetS. ti

the 16-

elN
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. Table 7 About Here

Procedure

Its'in.Experiments-l'and 2; subjects were run in gaups of one to three

people per session. First,subjects filled out the questionnaire and then

instructions for the experiment were given. Subjects were told they would be

given a sheet with some words from an algebra story problem printed on it and

their job was to make up a typical story problem using those words.

bjects were told to try-to make common problems that they would expect to

ee in a typical algebra textbook. 'After two minutes on the-first sheet,

subjects wefe instructed to go on to the next sheet and so ont The order of

1/4

the sheets was randomiZed for each subject. After spending 2-minutes on each

- of the,16 sheets, subjects were thanked and excused.

Results

Scoring
t

The answi, to each problem sheet for each subject was scored as in Experi-

4 , ments 1 and 2.

Fot each subject on each problem, a list of propositions was generated,

Including assignment, relation, and question. Also, for each subject on each

problem, the problem was clar,sified by'tTpe according to independently estab-

lished norms (Mayer, irOress,b ).

The Propositional Structure Hypothesis

The propositional structure hypothesis-states that assignments are psycholo-
.

gidally more basic than relations. In order.to test this idea, the number of

assignment, relation, and question propositions was tallied for, all 16 proto-

cols for each subject. Figure 5 summarizes the results: As- can -be seen, the
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average "made-up" story problem consisted of approximately 4 propositions,

containing about 3 assignments and one question. Relation propositions were

very rare, accounting for less than 3% of the propositions produced.

The problems used in Experiments 1 and 2 contained approximately 51% assign-

ments, 19% relations, and 30% questions; a sample of problems from standard

algebra textbooks (Mayer, in.press) contained 61% assignments, 11% relations,

and 28% questions. T-tests revealed that the proportion of relative proposi-

tions produced in Experiment 3 was significantly less:than the 19% rate for

Experiments 1-and 2 or the 11% rate for standard textbook problems, t(26) =

13.60, p < .001, and t(26) = 27.19, p < ..001, respectively. Thus, there is

evidence that subjects favor story problems that do not contain relation

propositions.

Figure 5 About Here

The Schema Hypothesis :

The schema hypothesis states that subjects have a"ellowledge of typical prob-

lemlem forms, and they use these in comprehension and recal of story problems.

If subjects possess schemes for story problems, they sh ld be able to generate

coherent problems in Experiment 37-problems that correspond to the typical

problem types found in algebra textbooks.

In order to test'this idea,.each.problem produced by each subject was

labeled as either invalid or as one of the basic forms found in an independent

analysis of textbooks (Mayer, in press,b). Then, the protocols were grouped

into one of the following categories:
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Simple story-- a story problem from the target family, that involves

giVing values for two variables and:-ssking for a third un-

known-variabIe..-For'example, for any of.the motion problems

or current problems, the family formula is, distance ... rate

x time, and a simple story might-be: "One-boat travels-25

mixes in 5 hours. What is its speed?"

. complex story--a story problem from the target family that involves

a more complex situation than plugging'into,a three Variable

formula. ..For example, for any of 'the problems that contained

cues.for a motion problem, the generated problem might be an

overtake problem or .a round trip problem, etc.

other story-- a story problem from a different family than that cued.

For example, if the cues called for a motion problem, the

problem generated might be a simple rectangle probl.em.

A
arithmetic-- a problem that does not require any underlying formula,

but rather'involves simple addition orNsubtraction. For

example, cues for a motion problem might generate: "Ones

car traveled 50 miles in the morning and 150 miles in the

part--

1 invalid --

afternoon. How far did it go altogether?"

a problem that does not require any underlying formula,7

but rather involves a situation in which some amount is broken

into two parts.. For example, "The total trip took 3 hourS.

The first part took twice as long as the second part. How

long was the first part?"

a protocol tat contained an incoherent problem. The

most typical invalid problem
l/
lacked a question.
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Figure 6 shows the proportin of constructed problems falling into each

category. As can be seen, over 75% of the constructed problems were coherent
4

problems that matched forms typically found in algebra textbooks. -A third of

. the constructed problems were so simple that they-did not require an under-

lying formula--i.e., the arithmetic and part /problems. These are very common

in primary school mathematics and probably represent a student's first exposure

to "algebra problems". .When problems involving a formula were generated they

often involved only, the most simple forMr-simple story--or a simple form of

another kind of problem- -other story.' Only 20%-of the constructed problems'

were womplex story proL.dms; of these, almost all were instances of the most

frequently observed problems in algebra textbooks (Mayer, in press).- Thus,

Figure 6 suggests that subjects possess some very basic schemed for story

problems r-mainly'arithmetic and part problems, and simple formula problems..

Evidence of knowledge of more complex (and less frequent) schemas was less

evident..

Figure 6 About Here

GENERAITDISCUSSIM_ ,

The present studies provide additional information concerning students'

memory processing of algebra story problems. In particular, these Studies

provided additional evidence concerning the "propositional structure hypothesis"

.and.the "schema hypothesis ".

Proposition Structure Hypothesis

,These studies tend to confirm the results of previous investigations with

'children (Heller & Gregno, Note 3; Riley & Greeno, Note 4$ and college stu-
,
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dents (Clemdnt, Lochhead & Soloway\d6 1, Note 2),that relational informa-

tion is'difficult to remember-and translate. The present expertment4 provided

several tests of the idea that assignment information is more psychologically
4

basic than relational information, i.e., that people are more prepared to

deal with information stated as an assignment than as a relation: -(1) In
/

Experiments 1 'd 2, recall of relational propositions was substially lower

t6

- -,-
.

than recall of signment-propositions, with the error rate relation being

about twice the error rate for assignments. (2) In Experiments 1 and

relation propositions contributed to difficulty of recall atgbout 'double the

weight of assignment propositions.. (3) In Experiments 1 and 2'subjects were

far more likely to convert a relation proposition into an assignment.than an

assignthent into a relation. (4)- In Experiment 3, when asked to make-up

Problems, subjects include almost no-relation propositions, with--.assignment.

outnumbering relations by a ratio of approximately. 25 to 1.

Apparently, relational information is more difficult to mentally. represent

than other kinds:of relevant information in a story. In a sense, relational

-
propoSitions are the "weak link" in the1/4subjeces attempt to, move from

.

story to an internal representation. An 'implication of this finding is that

special atIvation should be paid to teaching children how to translate among.

relational propositions (in English), relational equations, and concrete

manipulatives or pictures. Clement et. al. (Note 1, Note-2) have suggested

that experience with-computer language might be useful in teaching these

translation techniquei..

Schema Hypothesis

-These studies also support the idea suggeSted by Hinsley, Hayes & Simon

(1977) that subjects recognize.and,use problem categories in processing story
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studies tend to extend-previous results (Heller

& Greeno, Note 3; Riley .& Greeno, Note 4) that some'sdiemas are more basic
Ar

thad others. The present experiments aIlowed for several major tests 6f

the idea that subjects possess knowledge of problem schemes: (1) In Experiments

lland 2, recall of relevant information was much better than recall of informa-

tion not relevant to story line. (2) In Expeiiments 1 and 2, problems that

were in a form that is commonly observed in algebra textbooks were easier to

correctlyrecall.than problems that consisted of infrequent forms. (3) In

Experiments 1 and 2, subjects rarely changed the category.format of the. problem;

when problems were converted, they tended to be changed from a low frequency

form to a higher frequency form. (4) When subjects were asked to make-up

problems, more than-75% of the constructed problems were coherent problems,
li

and most were eqnivalent'to very simple, high frequency forms. ,

. Apparently, students possess some ve:y basic schemes for .story problems.

The results suggest that subjects are adept at learning the basic problem
- . .

"categories" in algebra story problems. However, a difficulty may arise when
4 1

students are given-problems for which they have no schema. An implication of

these findings is thit explicit training in the more complex problem typei,

including naming of eac major type,-may enhance problem solving,performance.,

In particular, students may need practice in determining which p r oblems are

of the same form and which are not. This training. seems most. important fbr

.

complex story probleMs--problems that go beyond simple use of a three term

or. simple arithmetic and part problems. Further research is warre

q. determine whether such training affects pOhlem-solving.performance.

/iladdition, these studies -- suggest- that-certain problem forms:ire more

salient than others. (1) In Experimente-ljand 2, short problems'with,no

:

'et

ted
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relational-proposition-a were the easiest to reproduce.' For example, the

pipes, race, and will problems were easiest to remember in correct form. Much

more difficulty was encountered in remembering-longer problems with relational

propositions such as the age and river problems. (2) Similarly, in Experiment

3, subjects tended to construct problems that did not require a formula (such

-as arithmetic or part problems) or problems that used a formula in a very simle._

Way. For example, a simple formula story problem invofves a three variable

equation (such asdistance.= rate x time), and presents assignments for two

variables, gnd aquestion for the third. Apparently, the more complex versions

of each problem category are less readily accesdable.

Thereappears to be a hierarchy of development of problem schemas in which

non-formula and simple-formula schemas'are learned before moie eomplex story

formats. Further research is warranted to determine the specific ordering of
o .

difficultiesof standard problem types; One implication of such work concerns

the sequencing-of problems in the course of instruction.
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Sice there were no effects or iuteractions due to the between subjects maul-

.

pulaion, this factor was not included-in any eubsequent4nalyses.
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Figure 1. Predicted and Obtained Probability of Problems)3eing Recalled in

Correct FormExperimenti 1 and 2

Nota. - Each dot corresponds to one problem. Standard error is .08.

Percentage of explained variance is 88.7%._ "A" refers to the number

of assignment propositions in the problem; "R" refers to the number

of relation propositions. in the problem.-

Figud 2.--Number of Subjects Who Committed'Onission, Specification, and .Conversion

Errors For Each Type of PropositionExperinients 1 and 2

-. Numbers indicate him 'many subjects out of a. total of 48 Committed

at least one error: :"A".refera to assignment. proposition, "R" refeis to

.relation proposition, "Q" referd to qUestion.proposition. Asterisk ,( *)

after 24 indicates significantly more - subjects made specification errors.

for questions than for other kinds of propositions; asterisk ( *).after

..7.;,.18.indicates significantly more.subjects:ComMitted.conversign errors lor
......

4

..relation, propositions than for other kinds of.propositions.

Figure 3. frOportiOn of Omission, Specification, and Conversion Errors to Total

.

Error for Recall of EachType of. PropOsition-Rxpei:iments and 2
.

. .

Note.' -.- Numbers in parentheses indicate total number of, errors observed

for each of prOposition.: The:idtaraUmber of to-be-recalled"
i

propositions was 984 for assignments,. relitionshd-552-for

questions.

Figure 4. Relatio Between FreqUency Rank and Recall Rank for al1'16 Problems

and for 7 elected ProblemsExperiments 1 and 2

Note. - Each dot Corresponds to one:problem.
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Figure 5. Average Number of Propositions ConStructed per Problem by Type of

Proposition--Experiment 3 s
.

Note.'- 95% confidence interval is indicated.,. around ± symbol..

Figure 6. Proportion of Constructed Problemwby Format of Problem--Experiment 3'

Note. - 95% confidence' interval is indicated,around ± symbol:
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Table 1

Algebra Story Problems Used in Experiments 1 and 2

Experiment 1

Title (Recall Rank) Problem

Age (1) Laura is 3 times as old as Maria was when Laura was as old as Maria J.s now. In 2 years

Laura will be twice as old as Marla was 2 years ago. Find their present ages.

kiver,(2) A river steamer travels 36 miles downstream in the same time that it travels 24 miles

upstream. The steamer's engine drives in still water at a rate of 12 miles per hour

more than the rate of the current. Find the rate of the current.

Freeway (3) .A truck leaves Los Angeles en route to San Francisco at 1 p.m. A second truck leaves

Frame (5)

San Francisco at 2 p.m. en'route to Los Angeles going along the same route. Assume the

two cities are 465 miles apart and that the trucks meet at 6 pm. If the second truck

travels at 15mph faster than the first truck, how fast does each truck go?

The area occupied by an unframed rectangular picture is 64 square inches less than the

area occupied by the picture mounted in a frame 2 inches wide. What are the dimensions

of the picture if it is 4 inches longer than it is wide?'

Camp Trip Some members of the Rocky Mountain Outing. Club hiked to an overnight campsite at the

rate of 3 miles per hour. The following morning they returned on horseback over the

same route at 10 miles per hour. Thtotal time spent in going gild returning was 6 1/2

hours. Find the distance to the campsite.
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Table 1 (continued)

Experiment 1

Title (Recall Rani) Problem

Mixture (11.5) One vegetable oil containes 6% saturated fats and a second contains 26% saturated

fats. In making a salad dressing how many .ounces of the second may be added to 10

ounces of the first iff order to make 16% saturated fats?

In his will a man left his wife $20,000 and hie .son $12,000. Upon his death, his

estate amounted to only $16,400. If the court divides the estate in the ratio of

Will (14.5)

the bequests in the will, what should each receive?

Experiment 2

Title (Recall Rank)

TV (4)

Store (6)

4r)

IT

Problem

The entertainment portion of a 30-minute TV program lasted 4 minutes longer than

4 times the portion devoted to advertising. How many minutes were devoted to

advertising?

One brand of candy costs $1.70 per pound.' Another costs $1.50 per pound. The two

brands are to be mixed to form one 5-pound gift box that will cost $8.10. How

many pounds of each should be included?

113



Table 1 (continued)

Experiment 2

Title (Recall Rank) Problem

Coins (8.5)

Investment (8.5)

Airways (11.5)

Race (13)

A I

Pipes (14.5)
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On a ferry trip,,the fare for each adult was 50c and for each child was 25c. The

nutter of passengers was 30 and the total paid was $12.25. How many adults and

-children were there?

Mr. Brown invested a total of $4000. On part of this he earned 4%.' On'the

remainder he lost 3%. Combining his earnings and losses, he found his annual

income to be$55. 'How much did he,have invested at each rate?

After an airplane had'been.flying for 2 hours, &Change in wind increased the -.

plane's ground speed by'30 miles per hour. If the entire tr.;.r of 570 miles took

3 1/2 ho6rs,'how gar did the plane go' the first two hours?_

In a sports car race, a Panther starts the course at 9:00 a.m. and averages 75

miles per hour. A Mallotti starts 4 minutes later and averages 85 miles per hour.

How many miles will the first car have driven when it As passed?
.

One pipe can fill a tank in 6 hours while another can empty it in two hours. How

long will it take to emptythe.full tank if both pipes are open at once?



Title (Recall Ralik)

Fence (16)
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Table 1 (continued)

Experiment 2

Problem ,

\

Mr. Zechajlas Oust fenced his rectanguar lot using 350 feet of chain fenci ng..

VIf the length is 2 1/2 times the width, find the aripa of the lot.

Note.=.''Recall rankings are based on a scale of'l to'16 with 1 indicating that the fewest number of

subjects were able to correctly recall the problem and 16'indicating that the moat subjects

were able to correctly recall the problem.
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Proportion Incorrect Recall by Type of Inforiation

Assignment Relation
Proposition Proposition

Exp.-1 :14 .35

Exp. 2 .04

.09 .29

Question
Proposition

Relevant
Fact

Details

.40' .40 .36

.

..20 -.43 .50

.30 .41 ..42

if Q .

x
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Table.3

'Error Rates for Seven Key Problems by Type of Proposition

Problem

Type of Proposition

QUestion.

amaaMIPMag

Assignment Relation

River (Exp. 1) .48 .65 .62

Work (Exp. 1.) .25 .38 ,46

Frame (Exp. 1) .13 .24 .73.'

Freeway (Exp. 1) .12 .30 .52'

TV (Exp. 2) .08 .17 .08

Race (Exp. 2) .04 .13 .33

Fence (Exp. 2) .00 .08 .25

Overall ErrorRates .16 .28 .43

Note. - The seven problems listed,above each consist of relation, assignment, and

question propositions." The other nine problems contain no relation

propositions.

4(1
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Examples of Converting a Relational Proposition to an Assignment Proposition

Number of
subects who

Problem changed

River

Frame

Race

10 cases

4 cases'

3 cases

Freeway 2 cases

Frame 1 case

Relational Proposition
from Problem

"The steamer's engine drives in still
water at a rate of 12 miles per hour
more than the rate of the current."

"The area Occupied by an unframed,
rectangular picture 38'64 square '
inches less than the area occupied
by theTictdre mounted in a frame..."

"A Mallotti starts 4 minutes later..

.

the second trucktraVele 15 mph
faster than'the fiisi truck..."

'1.... if it isAinches longer than
it is wider'

Assignment Proposition
from Recall Protocol

"Asaume.it goes 12mph bymotor a one (with no current.
"In smooth water the engine caus itto move 12mph."

"Its engines push the boat1 mph in still water."

"A picture has an area of 64 inches."
"If an Unframed rectangular picture is 64 sq.. in..."
"The area of an .,unframed picture is .64 inches."

"M left at 5:04..."
"MorlAtild..'.starts at 9:04."
"A M leaves at 9:04."

"apd'the other isgoing 15 mph..."
"another leaves...going 15 mph..."

it is 2.iftcheswide and 4 inches long."

Note. - There were 20 'cases in which subjects converted a relationalpropeAtion into an assignment

proposition and .l case in which a subject converted an assignment into a relational proposition.
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Proportion of Repsponse by Type of Error for Five Propositions in Rivei. Problem

IP
Prop. 1 Prop. 2 Prop. 3 Prop. 4 'Prop: 5

Correct Assignment - Same Variable .50* .50* .41
(1. distance upstream = 36 miles) /-

Modified Assignment - Differen ariable .46 '.46 -
(1. rate upstream = 36 mph)

Correct Relation - Same Variables' .38* .33*
(4. rate in still water - 12mph+

rate of current)
,11

Correct Question - Same Variable
(5. rite ofcurrent= FIND)

lodified,Question - Different Variable
(5. rate of boat = FIND)

emit

gote. - Aster k (*) Indicates correct answer.'
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Table 6

Proportion of Response by Type of Error for Three Numbers in River Problem

36 24 12

Correct .79* .7$* .7n*

Different Value
e.

.17- .12 .Q4

Omit .04 .12 .17.

, 4

Note. Asterisk ( *) indicates correct answer.
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Table 7

Keywords Used for 16 Problems Experiment 3

Title Keywords

Mixture an oil and water solution, another oil and water solution,

a mixture of the two solutions

Work one person working on first part of task, another person
\ .

working on remainder of task

Will a person's will, bequest left to one relative, bequest left to

another relative, aperson t s estate at time of death
_

Age ages, one person, anothe1 person

Frame rectangular picture, rectangular frame and picture:together,

frame around picture

Freeway first truck leaving one city, second truck leaving another city

Camp Trip camping trip, hiking to campsite, riding back from campsite

River boat trip upstream, boat trip downstream, river. current

Store one brand of candy, another brand of candy, gift box mix of

the two candies '

Pipes one pipe,' another pipe, a tank

TV , cord divided into two- pieces, first part of cord, second part of
cord

Investment investment,, part of the money remainder of the money, annual
y

Fence

Airways

Race

Coins

income

'rectangular.lot, chain fencing

airplane tripifirst patt of trip, remainder of trip

car race, first car, second car:

ferry passengers, adult tickets, child tickets

r- 4
A
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